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Sturdy was approached by a trainee burglar at his home in Devon A trainee burglar who was caught on CCTV at his home was
being paid £700 a week, a court has heard. Julian Sturdy, 31, of Meopham, Kent, was working as an administrative assistant
when he was arrested in October 2012. He was arrested after a 999 call was made to police by a woman who was outside his

home and saw a man on a bike approach the house. During police interviews, Sturdy said he had been approached by a trainee
burglar and had allowed him to stay in the house while he searched for an ATM card. He said he thought he was doing a favour
for the offender, who he knew only as "Ronnie", and had offered him money if he came back to the house with the ATM card,
which was then found by police during a search of the home. Sturdy, who appeared at Canterbury Crown Court, told the trial he

was "sick with shame" and apologised for his actions. 'Self-induced' The trial has heard that Sturdy was a "typical youngster"
and was offered a place at one of Kent's police training establishments after leaving school. However, he failed a drug test and

was given a four-month probation sentence for handling stolen property. Prosecutor Alan Walsh QC told the jury: "On 2
October 2012, he was arrested by two experienced officers who had been investigating the burglary of a number of houses

across a wide area of the county. "A man was seen leaving Sturdy's house by a witness who made a 999 call. Police arrived at
Sturdy's house and arrested him." The court was told that Sturdy later told police a different story. He told officers that he knew
the defendant as a friend of his mother's. Sturdy said that he was walking home and came across a man, known to him only as

Ronnie, who asked if he would give him a lift.
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method of embedding a logo on a recording medium such as a credit card, which method is carried out in such a manner that a
label is formed and applied to the surface of the recording medium by a process which includes steps of dyeing the surface of

the recording medium by subjecting a surface of the recording medium to a pressure dyeing treatment and steps of applying the
label, which is thus formed, to the surface of the recording medium. 2. Description of the Prior Art Heretofore, as one of
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methods of embedding a logo on a recording medium such as a credit card, a label is first formed by adhering a print-receiving
layer, which is provided with adhesive, to a print-receiving surface of a substrate, in which case the adhesive is used for

temporarily fixing the print-receiving layer to the print-receiving surface of the substrate. A logo is then printed on the print-
receiving layer, which is thus temporarily fixed, by using a printing ink. The thus obtained label is then transferred to the

surface of the recording medium by a pressure transfer method. In the conventional method of embedding a logo on a recording
medium, however, because the adhesive is temporarily fixed to the print-receiving surface of the substrate and is used for

temporarily fixing the print-receiving layer of the label to the print-receiving surface of the substrate, the adhesive is apt to be
smeared on 2d92ce491b
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